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Fractured Rock
Aquifers & Wells –
Connections Matter
Custer & Fremont Counties, CO
Presented October 22, 2019

This is an abbreviated version of the Oct. 22, 2019, presentation on fractured rock aquifers by
Valda Terauds, San Isabel Land Protection Trust staff hydrologist, at the community room at Cliff
Lanes, Westcliffe, CO.
Image courtesy of USGS Circular 1349 (2010)
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Fractured Rock Aquifers

Alluvial
Aquifer

Aerial Image of Westcliffe in the center, Lake DeWeese in the upper left. The alluvial aquifer
occurs in the green foreground area, the fractured rock aquifers occur in the brown areas
extending into the Wet Mountains.
Photo ©2016 Greg Smith, Memorial Day weekend
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The alluvial aquifer in Custer County is the high-yield water resource supporting irrigated
agriculture and ranching on the valley floor. It occurs in a graben (deep valley bounded by
faults) generally west of Highway 69 to the eastern flanks of the Sangre de Cristo mountain
range. It ranges in thickness from 1,200 to 6,700 ft thick and is comprised of sands, gravels and
boulders with interbedded clay layers. In one cubic foot of aquifer material (about the size of a
basketball) you might yield 1.5 to 3 gallons of water.
The fractured rock aquifers in Custer County provide small amounts of water to individual wells.
Rock types include Precambrian granite, gneiss, hornblende and volcanic rock types such as
rhyolite, tuffs, and other volcanics. The rock itself does not store much water. For a similar 1
cubic foot of fractured rock aquifer, you might yield 1/2 of a cup of water.
Slide courtesy of State of California, Department of Water Resources, Presentation by John Kirk,
PG, CEG, CHG, 2017
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Basin-Fill Alluvial Aquifer

Wet
Mountain
Valley
Hydrology Poorly
Studied

• 1978 USGS Water-Resources Appraisal
of the Wet Mountain Valley in Parts of
Custer and Fremont Counties
• 2020? USGS Phase II Water Recharge
Study

Fractured Rock Aquifers
• Individual well permit data
• No hydrogeology studies
• Limited well monitoring (2002-2011)

While attention is being paid to the high-yield alluvial aquifer, there are not studies available for
the fractured rock aquifers. The fractured aquifers supply most of the individual households in
Custer County east of Highway 69.
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Fractured Rock Aquifers
• Deep, low yield wells – support private wells
• Average well depths ~ 325 ft (some >1,000 ft)
• Average well yields ~7 gpm (some <0.25 gpm)
• Fractures convey & store water
• Best yields near fault zones
• Well yields decrease with depth
• Fracture interconnections = well productivity
• Interconnections are never known
• Faults may isolate aquifers
• Fractured rock aquifer recharge not known
• Aquifer connections to surface water not known

Image courtesy of clu-infracrockcontam.jpg
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Custer and Fremont Counties
Full of Faults
Faults are areas where rocks
have broken and moved past
one another.
Water moves along fractures
and faults

Faults

Barriers to water flow across the fault
Flow enhanced parallel to the fault
Areas near faults yield more water
Fractures
Density, orientation and network length provide storage
Amount and size of open fractures decreases with depth
Cones of depression created by well pumping are irregularly shaped – usually align with larger faults and
areas of intense fracturing. Wells impacted by pumping can be separated by miles Fracture flow is sitespecific and not well understood. Financial incentives to study the details at a site are typically lacking.
Cenezoic Fault Codes
ALVF Alvarado Fault
BENF Ben West Volcano Faults
DMGF Dead Mule Gulch Fault
ILSF Ilse Fault
JGCF Johnson Gulch Cauldron Faults
JONF Johnson Gulch Fault

RNDF Round Mountain Faults
RSTF Rosita Fault
RVCF Rosita Volcanic Center Faults
SVRF Silver Cliff Graben
WCFF Westcliffe Fault
WMTF Wet Mountain Fault

Image courtesy of AgroEngineering, Inc. 2008, Geologic Interpretations, Custer and southwestern
Fremont Counties
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Faults:
• Low permeability fault gouges create barriers

USGS1978
Study Findings:
Alluvial Basin
Boundaries

• Partial flow barrier between fractured rock &
basin fill aquifer
• Low permeability limits water movement into
the basin fill aquifer
Volcanics:
• Not continuous formations
• Do not transport water out of the valley
Promontory Divide:
• High point with no underflow
• Water moves north along Grape Creek

While the fractured rock aquifers have not been directly studied, the 1978 Water Availability
Study conducted by the USGS did provide some insight regarding possible water flow and
connections with the alluvial aquifer.
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Volcanic Rocks:
Rock Porosity &
Occasional
Interbedded
Sand & Gravel

• Occur in areas east of Highway 69 in the Wet
Mountain Valley – especially in and around Rosita
• Andesites, Tuffs, Lavas, Intrusive Rocks
• Target of mining activity
• Separated from alluvial deposits by igneous
features and tectonic activity such as faults
• Geologic cross-sections suggest near-vertical
faults and folds
• Up to 1,500 feet thick
• Well yields: <10 to 30 gpm
• Subdivisions: Rosita Hills, Rosita, Cristo Vista,
Eastcliffe, Schulze Ranch, Robbers Roost, Woods at
Gem & Buck Mountains
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Fractured,
Crystalline
Rocks:
Fractures &
Rock Porosity

• Mountain area east of Highway 69 (Custer & Fremont)
• Igneous rocks (granite, diorite and granodiorite and
metamorphic rocks - gneiss)
• Shallow fractures yield water to wells
• Fracture density and interconnection is not certain – fractures
close off and cement with depth
• Areas near faults are likely to be more highly fractured
• Geologic cross-sections suggest near-vertical faults
• Very thick - > 6,000 feet thick
• Well yields: <10 gpm
• Highly vulnerable to contamination due to thin soils and direct
fracture connections
• Subdivisions: Bull Domingo, Dora Mountain, Silver Cliff
Heights, McKinley , Cuerno Verde Pines, Centennial, Dilley
Ranch, Ilse Camp, Conquistador, Cristo Vista, Blumenau, Eagle
Springs
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Geology & Subdivisions in Custer County

11 Unique Aquifer
Lithologies
4 Alluvial
7 Fractured Rock

Westcliffe and Silver Cliff are in the general area of the green box. The brown areas north and
east of Westcliffe are the granitic rocks. The pink, red and orange areas are the volcanic
fractured rocks. The yellow and peach areas show alluvial materials.
Image courtesy of Colorado’s Decision Support System, CWCB/DWR, Map Viewer, geology and
subdivisions
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Anatomy of a Water Well in Fractured Rock
Ground Surface Steel Casing
Water pipe to house (“pitless adapter”)

Water tight, vermin-proof well cap located no less
than one foot above ground
Loose surface material (regolith)
Fractured bedrock

Grout from 9-39’

Solid PVC (polyvinyl chloride) casing
Waterpipe
Roughly 100’ of perforated PVC casing
above the pump
Note: This detail is based on the
minimum requirements set by the Board
of Examiners’ Office of the Colorado
State Engineer’s Office

Edge of borehole
Space between edge of borehole and casing
Static water level

Submersible pump
Roughly 20 feet of solid PVC casing beneath pump
for trapping sediment

Water wells in fractured rock depend on intersecting water-bearing fractures. The degree to
which a well will support pumping is determined by the density and interconnection with other
fractures and the amount of recharge provided by snowmelt and precipitation. A well yield of 2
to 3 gallons per minute (gpm) is typically needed to support household appliances. A lesser
yield typically requires additional in-house storage.
Pumping is best accomplished slowly and steadily to avoid dewatering the well. If you
overstress a well by pumping it dry, it is much harder for the well to recover and provide as
much yield as it did previously. Fracture connections can be cut off by entrapped air and
sediment.
Image from WaterSmarts, Jefferson County, 2002.
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This image shows the types of relationships that can occur between recharge, perched water
above fractured rocks, and wells located in different settings. Fractured rock wells can be
interconnected, or completely isolated from one another, depending on the actual connections
between fractures. Recharge on flatter areas will be greater than recharge along steep slopes.
Fractured well pumping can affect homeowners at great distances if the communication occurs
along fault zones.
Image courtesy of A Homeowner’s Guide to Mountain Ground Water, WaterSmarts, Jefferson
County, 2002
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Custer County zoning overlying fractured rock aquifers allows for 5- and 10-acre development
density. This kind of density is problematic because there is likely not sufficient recharge to
balance the pumping permitted for indoor use only wells. Adding augmentation to allow
additional pumping for outdoor uses will only dewater the fractured rock aquifers and cause
more wells to go dry, Information about wells in Custer County and signs of aquifer stress
follows.
Map courtesy of Custer County Planning & Zoning.
custercountygov.com/images/SubdivisionZoningMap.jpg
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4,474 Wells Total

2,069 = Domestic (>35 acre parcels)

Wells in
Custer
County

2,058 = Household Use Only

Other types: municipal, commercial industrial, irrigation,
monitoring, livestock watering, other
Estimated annual pumping ~ 8,000 acre-feet per year (AFY)
(without augmentation)
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Geology &
Subdivisions

• Many subdivisions in Fractured Rock
• Zoning allows high development density
• In Custer County - only 1/3 of subdivided
lots are developed
• Signs of fractured aquifer stress
• Multiple drilling attempts for good well
• Wells going dry after occupancy or
increased use
• Wells going dry as new neighbors arrive
• Well owners scheduling water use
• Well owners using other facilities for
water needs to preserve their wells
• Well owners “spiking” wells resulting in
post-sale disputes
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• Subdivision wells in Felsic Hornblende & Gneiss
(Silvercliff Heights, Silvercliff Ranch, Conquistador,
others)

Fractured
Rock Wells:
Some
Statistics

• Median well depths: 125-345 ft deep
• Wells deeper than 500 ft occurred from 7 to 33%
• Deepest wells >1,000 ft

• Median well yield: ~5 - 7 gallons per minute (gpm)
• Wells producing less than 2 gpm from 7 to 12%
• Poorest producers 0.17 gpm (also deepest wells)
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Wells Replaced in
Custer County

42 Fractured Rock
15 Alluvium
8 Grape Creek
7 Texas Creek

Image courtesy of Colorado Decision Support System CWCB/DWR
Median replacement well change in depth = 85 ft deeper
Median change in well yield = 1.25 gallons per minute (gpm) increase
Median age of replaced well = 12 years
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Grape Creek to Arkansas River

Augmented Well

DeWeese
Reservoir
Taylor to
Grape
Creek

Conquistador Ponds

Augmentation
Plan Schematic –
water moves per blue
arrows

The augmentation plan proposed by the Upper Arkansas Water Conservancy District allows
fractured rock pumping without offsetting recharge. Operating as described, this
augmentation plan could dewater our fractured rock aquifers, require existing homeowners
to drill deeper in order to sustain their current livelihoods, and potentially decrease property
values as it becomes increasingly difficult to drill a sustainable well.
Water purchased through an augmentation certificate does not provide wet water to the
pumping well and is not used to recharge the fractured rock aquifers. A fractured rock well
could apply for and receive an augmentation certificate for 0.1 acre-feet per year of
replacement water to offset additional depletions potentially affecting senior surface water
rights. The homeowner would increase pumping at their well. Several consequences could
follow including: homeowner’s own well goes dry; neighbor wells go dry; far neighbor wells go
dry while immediate neighbors are unaffected. The actual consequences will depend on the
fracture interconnections.
In the meantime, that 0.1 acre-feet per year purchased under the augmentation certificate is
stored at Conquistador Reservoir (miles across the valley) and released to Taylor Creek, then
Grape Creek, through DeWeese Reservoir, to Grape Creek, eventually ending up in the Arkansas
River.
Photo ©2016 Greg Smith, Memorial Day weekend
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Our Water Use -Sustainable?
Sustainability: Pumping Balanced by Recharge
• Future Development = Pumping Shared Aquifers
• Alluvial aquifer less vulnerable
• Fractured aquifer is at risk
• Threats: buy & dry, development density, poor
Augmentation Plans, contamination
• Key = Resilience
•
•
•
•

Informed Water Users
Sustainable water planning
Conservation
Storage infrastructure

WE NEED DATA

The future of our valley hinges on the continued long-term availability of water. We all depend
upon it and we all need to understand how our actions affect our collective future. We need
more information about recharge and pumping – especially in the fractured rock aquifers.
Please consider participating in future groundwater monitoring efforts.
Images from USGS monitoring of fractured rock aquifers in Custer County 2002-2011
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Next Generation Monitoring
•
•
•
•

Any well with a submersible pump = monitoring well
Real-time information for private well owners
Three-part system - sensor, internet gateway, cloud
Uses next generation technology
• Well sensor - Acoustic technology (no downhole
equipment)
• Radio telemetry to local internet connection
• Cloud computing platform

• Benefits to Networked Monitoring

• Accurate, reliable groundwater-level measurements
• Homeowners: Understand pumping, well performance,
local groundwater conditions & recharge events
• Water managers: Understand aquifer behavior and
responses to cumulative pumping, recharge, and climatic
events

Images courtesy of Wellntel
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Fractured Aquifer Monitoring
1.

Request UAWCD monitor groundwater
•
Before augmentation decree
•
Before accepting wells

2.

Develop Independent network
• Jointly funded by individuals &
partners
• Develop baseline conditions
• Detect aquifer changes:
q Augmented well pumping
q Impact of new wells
q Response to drought & wet periods,
precipitation, multi-year climate
trends
q Changes in Individual well/pump
performance.

San Isabel Land Protection Trust is willing to
assist in identifying and pursuing grant
funding to enable this path forward

We hope you will consider becoming a well volunteer and request that your County
Commissioners support upcoming monitoring well grant proposals. Having data to show
groundwater levels before augmentation is important if future injury claims are to be validated.
Image courtesy of Wellntel
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What Should We Do?

SUPPORT
DATA AND
SCIENCE

NOMINATE
YOUR WELL –
JOIN A
MONITORING
NETWORK

CONTINUE TO
EDUCATE
OURSELVES
ABOUT
WATER IN
OUR VALLEY

KNOW
WHERE OUR
WATER
COMES
FROM AND
WHAT
AFFECTS
FUTURE
SUPPLY

SUPPORT WATER
CONSERVATION &
WATER QUALITY
PROTECTION

ASK COUNTY FOR
ZONING &1041
LAND USE
POWERS

FRACTURED ROCK OPTIONS – PERMACULTURE, RAINWATER HARVESTING
(ATTACHED GREENHOUSE), HAUL WATER

Please consider alternatives to augmentation if you are in fractured rock country. Good
alternatives provide more water to the aquifer. Bad alternatives simply pump more without
replacement.
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• Fractured Rock Wells–
Connections Matter
• We Need Monitoring Data –
Nominate Your Well
• Sustainability: Balance
Pumping vs. Recharge
• Augmented Wells Threaten
Sustainability in Fractured
Rock Aquifers
• Support Science

Image courtesy of brighthubengineering.confinedfracaquifer.jpg
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QUESTIONS?

If this Presentation was Helpful to You –
please support the
Sustainable Water Program at the
San Isabel Land Protection Trust
www.sanisabel.org or 719.783.3018.

Please support our efforts including all or some of the following actions.
• Volunteer your well, if requested, for monitoring
• Support grant proposals by writing letters of support when asked
• Support the Sustainable Water Program at the San Isabel Land Protection Trust
Image courtesy of watereduorg_gwinfracrockaquifers.jpg

